
Foreword

There is nothing difficult about the operation of the Ludlow Typo-

graph. It is simple in the extreme. Any hand compositor can quickly

acquire a familiarity with the details of the operation. No particular skill

is necessary, as, for instance, is demanded for the successful operation of

a keyboard machine.

Although this is true, the Ludlow like a keyboard machine is a mech-

anism, and in common with all mechanism, needs care and attention.

This book is written for the purpose of enabling Ludlow operators

everywhere to meet all possible conditions demanded of them, and to take

proper care of their machines, that these conditions may be met.

In ordinary use many of the conditions herein described will not be

encountered, but these instructions are given for the purpose that the

Ludlow may give long, continuous and accurate service.



How to Order Parts

1. For convenience in manufacture, each

to which it hchinus and given a symbc

in the part list.

2. Each parr is illustrated and reference

found. The symbol number of part i;

Example —
Parts Nos. 11. 12 and 13 are list

screw and can he identified liv referei

shown on Plate 20. The same is true

s the practice followed

it the plate illustrating the part.

e Tarts. Part No. 12 is
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ASSEMBLING AND ERECTING

Erecting Equipment

have the necessary gas and electric connections made.

Before you trv to do anything with the machine read

these instruction's first an
general principles of opi

make any adjustments until you are sure

are doing. All Ludlow machines are cat-

hied and tested at the factory so that all o\

are known to he in perfect adjustment anc

The grease applied to protect the finished parts and
cams of the machine in transit can he easily removed by
using benzine.

Wipe all finished parrs and cams of the machine.

Unpack the box crated with the machine and check
its contents with the invoice attached therein.

l the following- order, and

vvoid attempting to

t all operating parts

lever; (5), machine top; id), locking release tripper;

(7). locking levers; (8), mold; I'M, slug pusher

bracket; (10). galley bracket and galley ; ( 11 ). turn the

machine over by hand; (12), oil well; (13), connect

the motor.

Assembling Metal Crucible to Machine
Insert the guide roller in the surface track of the

metal crucible cam; this ram is the second one from the

left as you face the machine. Drop the lugs at the rear

of the metal crucible within those of the swivel plate

at the back. Turn the swivel plate till it receives the

lugs,, line up and insert pins in place. Secure these by
inserting the necessary cotter pins.

To Install Connections

When connecting the tubes (See Figure 3) screw
tight body (A) in place. Then draw sleeve (B) back-

about one-half an inch front end of tube. Place tube
in the body as far as possible, holding fnmly and screw-
ing sleeve tight into the body. It is advisable to re-

move screws holding down the thermostat when mak-
ing the upper connections. The loops in the tubes allow

.tch; (4), table lifting

t for t the c :ting
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After the metal crucible is in place, release the

plunger from the connecting rod (Part No. 274) (refer

to Plate "A") and insert the upper plunger connect-

ing rod (Part No. 271) and screw down until the holes

are in line with Part No. 253. The plunger is always

the right position before it is disassembled at

the factory. The port of the well should be open at

least 1-16 of an inch when the machine is at rest. When
you have connected the plunger rods properly, tighten

lock nut (Part No. 59). It is very important that this

nut be tightened securely.

Assembling Delivery Slide to Machine

The deliver}' slide is assembled before leaving the

factory. It is operated by the third cam.
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To locate in machine, place pin held by lugs on bot-

tom of slide into fork of operating arm. This slide is

held in frame by two gibs. The one on the left is

formed by the use of the mouthpiece bracket and the

right by gib and operating rack (Part No. 680).

Starting Mechanism

Figures 1 and 2 show how to attach the starting

mechanism and its operation.

Pressing up on the lever (A) (Figures 1 and 2)
raises the rod (B) which draws the finger (C) away
from the clutch pin (D). The pin is pushed into the

t holes in the clutch disc by a

revolution, riding out on the

s completed. Adjustment of the

is made at the rod (B).

rting lever is raised, it locks the

o the body by slipping the catch

(f ) over a pm in the top. This catch should stay in

place during the cast.

The greatest care should be exercised in placing the

machine top. In order to insure such care have a man
at each end and insert the lugs into the hinge brackets

at the back evenly, as they fit very snugly. Thoroughh,
line up the hinges before attempting to drive the pins

in place. When the pins are set in proper position secure

them with the set screws in the table lug.

Locking Lever

spring and makes c

finger (C) when it is

start in- mechanism is

Also when the si

top of the machine ti

used to lock the line of matrices or blank slug block

firmly in place before starting the casting mechanism.

This is accomplished by grasping handle of the lock

down lever with the left hand and pressing it down to

Important: This lever cannot be locked down prop-

erly without a line of matrices or a blank slug block

being in place over the opening in the table top above
the mold, due to impairing -alety devices.

Locking Release Lever

This is the lever that unlocks the stick after the cast

is made. It is operated by a pin on the main slide in

back of the mold seat. Suspend the tripper on the

locking release bar before fastening it to the table. To
properly fasten the tripper to the bar, shove the tripper

forward on the bar until the small pin running through

the bar at the right fits snugly against the thumb screw
holder. The thumb screw faces the rear of the machine.

Ailjit.-tment of the locking lever release is made by
turning the locking release rod to the right or to the

left. To release the stick pull the thumb screw to the

right.

The Mold
The mold is secured by the four screws and two

dowel pins that will be found in the mold seat.

Bottom of mold and top of mold seat should be
thoroughly cleaned before screwing mold in place.

Slug Pusher Galley and Galley Bracket

The slug pusher galley and galley bracket are fitted
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Turn Machine Over

After assembling machine, it

table top and turn the machir.

that it n

Test for Lockup

Bring the mouthi

bv hand until in co

see that the int. Id cc
e mouth-

y trouble

relaliv. . thi, 1

The output of :

upon the general -

speed is governed

matrices. Two n

one is that of con-

is taken from the casi

Justifying Lines

depends largely

e set the r

> judge

tightly it indicates proper adjustment.

OPERATION

Ludlow Composition

Hold the Ludlow matrix stick in yo

vou would am- composing stick, with t

'from vou and the pica scale to the lef

Ludlow sticks are graduated to pica
'

: stick prcliimnan

lii

n the h :op of the figure in the p

bottom up. hocking ti

acters off their feet. P

to the required

tighten just en

ightly is liable t

iek is t

e, fill

hold

Centering

To cente

',',',

,-a'sih

ralin
front

Short
laiidV

,pla

I tl

1 in

e

one-half the ren

me, and quad ot

be centered on
single stick. Fi

ainder of the

t the remain-

23 to 30 ems
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measure, place 8 ems, half the difference hetween 11 the same measure. Sorting the work in this manner

ems and 27 ems, in front of the line, quad out the

remainder and cast. In assembling this line in tin- Two-column step headings mav be set in a Ludlow

form vou simpiv drop a 6-cm slug after the 21-em

slug. 'This procedure remoyes the necessity of han-

stick with the first line to the left and the second line

to the right. In setting them up in this manner one

justification and one trip to the machine are eliminated.

Short pieces of blank slugs mav be used if it is desir-
dling the extra 21 ems of quads necessary when using

the double measure stick.

Work that does not have to he trimmed to measure able to have the lines run full measure.

may simpiv he centered in anv Ludlow stick that will

accommodate it. allowing the excess blank slug to Casting the Line

serye as furniture in the lock-up. Place the stick over the opening in the table of

machine for casting with the lock-screw toward you.

Matrix Stick Push it against the stick-stop, holding it there until

Ludlow sticks are also made in two and three slug- the locking lever i- securch locked down. When using

lengths in which lines longer than the mold length are multiple sticks .always shove the stick in place lor the

set.' When holding the stick in votir left hand in posi-

tion to compose a line the niches in the upper edge
second and third ca-ls. holding until locked down or

vour slugs will not properly join. If vou let go of

act as stops when pushing the stick up for the second the stick before it is locked, the spring in the stick-

and third casts ; and in the opposite side the indications stop will push the stick hack a trifle, which will make

are shown for inserting the division quads which form a space between slugs. Never lift the table top after

the floating pieces limiting the length of the respective starting the machine until the stick has been released.

slugs.

Try to work vour measure.- to multiples of your
When casting a number of six-point slugs, loosen

the large spring that operate- the plunger. This spring-

mold. With the 21-em mold endeavor to hold your works "on the principle of a turn-buckle. There is a

measures to 21 ems rather than 12 or 2i ems. or to lock-nut at the bottom. Loosen the lock-nut before

42 ems rather than 43, 44 or even 45 ems. This saves turning the spring and tighten the lock-nut after the

f time, and the shorter measures will usually be more adjustment has been made.

satisfactory.
Speed

Repeat Lines Grasp this fact at the outset : Speed on the Ludlow

It is advisable to go through your copy and select

all repeat lines, also those that are very similar and of

Tvpo'.-raph has only one limitation; that of its oper-

ator. Study your "machine, but above all study your
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ICtllods for i upoi

depend.

Six Point Lining Gothic Stick
The six-point Lining Gothic stick allows the casting

on a six-point slug, of a line of six-point .Lining 1'late

Gothic typefaces, flush with the bottom of the slug.

This stick is essential when the six-point Lining Plate

Gothic typefaces are to be set solid. All sizes of the

Ludlow Lining Plate Gothic typefaces align at the

bottom, and the casting of the six-point sizes on the

six-point slug would give an overhang at the bottom
if locked in a standard matrix stick for casting. To
eliminate this overhang, the six-point fining Gothic
stick is made with a side lockup variation of three

points. One side of the stick is three points wider than
the other side causing the line of typeface matrices

to be lined along one side of a six-point mold when
locked in position for casting.

Off-Set Stick
The Ludlow off-set matrix stick is used to obtain

variations in top and bottom alignment of Ludlow type-

faces. This special stick allows six points space be-

tween the side of the stick and the bottom of the

line of typeface matrices when assembled in the stick

for castfng. The matrices can be moved against or

away from the sides of the matrix stick for any align-

ment. When the combination of typefaces is arranged.

such as caps and small cap-, aligned at the bottom, the

quad block at the end of the stick is tightened locking

the matrices in the desired position for casting. This
matrix stick is used to great advantage in aligning caps

and small caps.

CARE AND ADJUSTMENTS

Keep Machine Well Oiled

It is imperative that the machine be properly oiled if

the machine is to be kept in good operative condition,

and is to give service over a term of years.

The operator who docs not keep the Ludlow well

oiled and clean has not the first qualifications of a good

The Ludlow is a machine of slow motion and it does
not require great quantities of oil.

Caution: Do not use poor oil. Always wipe away all

surplus, and avoid getting oil in the mold.

Instructions for Care of the Ludlow

1 . . Clean all metal off the working parts.

2. Oil all the parts regularly.

3. When replacing a mouthpiece wiper, always soak

the new felt in oil before applying, then see that

4. Remove the mold and scrape away adhering par-

ticles of metal from the bottom with a slug.

Wipe the mold, mold scat, and trim knife thor-

oughly before reseating the mold.

5. Lower the top and cast a blank slug. Note this slug

carefully. If it is light and hollow the metal

may be too hot. If its surface has a wrinkled
appearance it is cold. Regulate the heat accord-

ingly. The bottom of a perfect slug will show
the holes and vents of the mouthpiece on its hot-
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thermometer
around 540°.

6. The Ludlow Typograph is a machine of few and

simple parts. It is easy to understand, to adjust

and to operate, but it must be kept clean, oiled,

and receive at least ordinary care. If. the ma-

chine is used by both day and night forces, one

man from each force should attend to this work.

He should see that screws, nuts and bolts are

tight, and this responsibility should be given to

Description of Ludlow Equipment, Layout

One of the most economical features of Ludlow

equipment is compactness. This feature saves travel,

time and the energy of the printers, and floor space in

the eumposing room. The cabinets are grouped as

closely as possible about the machine, keeping the spac-

ing material centrally located. Group matrices by type

faces that will be used most, close to the machine. This

will save mam' steps. The cabinets are not hard to

move, so you can move them about until you have the

Ludlow Stick

The Ludlow stick is not only a receptacle for mat-

rices, but also part of the casting mechanism. The

stick' is accurately made and must be used carefully.

Do not use it as "a hammer. Be careful not to drop it.

Keep your Ludlow sticks clean and free from rust.

Steel Matrix Cabinets

There are two styles of matrix cabinets, the 16-case

steel matrix cabinet with eight case- pulling from each

side, and the 20-case steel matrix cabinet with all cases

pulling from one side.

Lay the matrices in the cases with the cap side to

the cabinet, figures and points above the lower case.

Keep the cases closed when not in use to avoid upset-

ting the matrices and to exclude dust. Each case is

provided with a stop which can be released by pressing

the spring lever attached on the bottom of each c?°° "*

the inside right hand corner, permitting the c?«-

removed.

pere

Keep Accessories in Place

Do not cast a line and lav the stick down full of

matrices. Return the matrices and the spaces to their

proper places and keep them in order.

When properly used, Ludlow matrices are practically

inde-iructible. The)' show but little wear in shops

where they have been used for several years.

Matrices receive more hard wear on the table top of

the machine than from any other source. This is caused

hv dragging the stick full ot matrices across the table

top and laving the stick down on the table top. It is

advisable to obtain a large piece of felt blanket or a

heavy piece of bookboard of suitable size to cover the
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space tu be protected mi the table tup, then fasten under

the guard-rails that surround the machine top. This
will assist great I_\ in keeping the matrices in good con-

Clean Plunger and Well Once a Week

e oftenA dirty plunger is the cause of light slugs m<

than any other trouble with the exception of an over-

heated mouthpiece or metal being low in crucible. When
dirt accumulates in the well and on the plunger, the

plunger cannot give a full stroke. i< retarded in motion

and does not deliver a charge id" metal with sufficient

force to fill the matrices and mold. This is especially

so with reference to the larger faces. Attend to this

work at the beginning of the day and you will not have
trouble when you are handling rush work.

To remove the plunger raise the table top. Remove
the pin that hold.- the plunger connection lever to the

crucible, throwing the pin bidder back against the table.

Then raise the connection rod until the plunger is free

from the well. Remove the pin holding the plunger

and swing the connector rod free. Remove the plunger

with a pair of pliers, and with a clean piece of cloth

wipe it thoroughly. If dirt is adhering to the surface

take a piece of fine, worn emerv cloth and polish the

surface lightlv. N'ext clean the well. Me sure to remove
all metal 'from the well.

A good tool for this is a thin piece of sheet brass

made into a semi-circle that will lit the well and which
is fastened to a long handle. With such an instrument

you can scrape the well very thoroughly. Before put-

ting the plunger back grease it with tallow. This retards

the accumulation of litharge on the plunger and in the

well, which is the principal substance that gathers ot

these parts. Ordin;

absence of tallow, bu

than mineral oil.

Should the plunge

achinc i the

animal or vegetable fat is better

cold, so that the metal

t rest on the well top a
few minutes. In replacing the plunger, try plunger in

well to insure free movement to bottom of well."

Care of Molds

Give the molds careful attention. Keep those not in

use well oiled and stored away in an oiled envelope.

accumulation of tools. Ludlow molds arc not adjustable

and should not be taken apart.

To remove a mold from machine, it is only neces-

sary to remove the four large screws, insert the mold
handle and lift it off. liefore replacing, thoroughly

wipe the mold seat.

Changing Ejector Blades

To change an ejector blade, loosen the large screw

In replacing ejector, thorough!) clean and be sure to

seat properly on base.



Shut Off Power if Machine Stops

It is advisable not to attempt to force the machine

should it stop while making; a cast. Koran;; the machine

may shear the safety key in the large enclosed gear

wheel on the right of the machine. This key is pur-

posely made of soft material so that it will shear off

rather than break some of the interior cam rollers, or

Mouthpiece Wiper

Keep a clean, well-oiled piet
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Ludlow Motor

holder. Oil the 'felt once a day. It s not necessary to

remove felt unless worn.

Replacing Mouthpiece

Do this while the machine is ot, otherwise the

screws will break. Before refitting thoroughly clean

all surfaces and put a little graphi

ews firmly. After
an extra turn all

around. Do not stone or file the n

get adjustments. Leave the vents a

the pot itself to get proper contact.

Stick Stop

This device regulates the position of the type on the

slug, endwise. If the face does not come Hush with the

end of the slug you can make proper adjustments with

the adjustment screws found in the back piece of stick

stops. When casting with long sticks, use knob to

operate stick stop slide. (See page 15, paragraph

"Safety Linger").

of c

on the Ludlow is approximately
e-power If u

d little other attention- The oil cups are of the

gravity type, and should bang fioni the bearings. Notice

whether those on your machine do so. If not, remove
the cap screw underneath .and transpose it with the oil

cup. To fill the cup, remove the cap screw, letting the

oil run through the hearing into the cup below. If the

brushes squeak first pull the connection plug to avoid

blowing a fuse, and put a little vaseline on the com-
mutator and wipe off. In the absence of vaseline, oil

will do.

Trouble

An endeavor is here made to cover the most frequent

causes of trouble to be found in the operation of the

Ludlow, but with ordinary care on the part of the

operators there should be very little trouble as to the

operation.

The Ludlow, when turned over to the user by the

Ludlow erector, will be in perfect adjustment. But no
matter how perfectly adjusted, ordinal y care is required

to keep it so. Hot metal is hard to control on account

of its extreme fluidity. All hot metal machines require

certain adjustments. The Ludlow Tvpograph has pro-

visions for making all the necessary adjustments. It is

the duty of the operator or machinist to learn these

adjustments and to see that the machine is in perfect

condition at all times. However, should trouble appear,
' '' before using a hammer or a

cuig o hasty
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of such tools often puts a machine out of operative

condition until new pans can be obtained.

Temperature of Metal

Successful, continuous operation of the Ludlow
depends upon three things; care exercised in handling.

a clean plunger, and the correct temperature of the
metal. The last two, of course, depend on the first and
are equal in importance. The necessary care of the
plunger has already been explained, and the tempera-
ture of the metal should be given careful consideration.

The metal should be kept at a tempeTature of 530 to

550 degrees F. In the absence of a thermometer, fold

a piece of white paper and insert it in the metal. If the
paper burns or turns dark brown, the metal is too hot;

if it merely turns a very light brown the heat is about

Casting with Cold Metal

A cold throat and mouthpiece will cause the mouth-
piece to freeze in making a cast. A slug may be deliv-

ered on the first cast, but the metal, if too cold, will

"freeze" in the mouthpiece and prevent a second cast.

This trouble is readily detected and the remedy is to

apply mure heat by turning the gas flame up at the
needle point of the mouthpiece burner or by advancing
the indicator on the rheostat when electricity is used.

As soon as perfect slugs are cast turn the gas or elec-

tricity back to normal.

Slugs Stuck in Mold

A slug stuck in the mold will stop the machine. If

THE LUDLOW SYSTEM
this should happen, immediately stop the motor and
allow the mold to cool. Then back the machine up
slightly bv pulhne on the belt attached to the driving

gear, and switch on the motor. If the slug is not
ejected, stop the motor and remove the mold, allowing

it to cool. Lay the mold, bottom up, across two pieces

of wooden furniture, and drive the slug out with a piece

of wood. Nezrr use a screw driver, a nail or any iron

tool when removing a slug from the mold.

Slugs Stuck in Matrices

If the metal gets too hot while casting slugs, the slugs

may run light and stick in the matrices. To remove the

slug from the matrices lock the stick in the machine,

raise the table top and use a pair of pliers. Don't twist

or jerk the slug out, pull easily and gradually. When
new molds are first put into use, slugs sometimes stick

in the matrices, but with a little use this trouble soon
disappears. The slugs will also stick in the matrices if

they are battered, this condition being due to misuse,

but rarely occurring, as Ludlow matrices have a wear-
ing power of many years. However, in the space occu-
pied by the Ludlow equipment it i> advisable to have
the floor, if concrete or iron, covered with linoleum.

This guards against unusual damage to matrices when
they are dropped.

Light Slugs

There are several causes for light slugs. The princi-

pal cause is a dirty plunger and well. A dirty plunger

will prevent a full stroke. The result is a light slug,

because not enough metal is forced into the mold. If
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the plunger is dirty, il will become tight in the well,

which will retard the full stroke. This may be detected

while the machine is in operation and when the metal

pot swings for the casting of slugs.

The large spring that operates the plunger may not

have tension enough to force home sufficient metal. In

such case loosen the lock-nut at the bottom and give it

a few turns to the right.

The plunger may be set too low to allow a proper

intake of metal. In this case raise the plunger by turn-

ing up the plunger connecting rod (Part No. 271). To
do this first loosen plunger connecting rod nut (same
as Part No. 59). Care must lie taken not to turn the

plunger connecting rod up too far.

When you have the plunger set to proper height,

lock the plunger connecting rod nut firmly.

Safety Finger

The safety finger (Part No. 753) is located in the

lower left hand corner in the machine body. It may
fail to release the plunger cam lever, and the result

will be no slug. Several things may cause this

:

The screw bearings of the locking lever (Part No.

546), the lever that locks the stick in place, may have

worked loose. As the safety linger should just clear

the plunger cam lever when a stick is locked in place,

these loose screws allow enough play to prevent the

release, and the machine turns over without a cast.

Tightening the screw bearings of the locking lever

mentioned will relieve this trouble.

Safety Clutches

The safety clutches (Parts Xos. 735 and 737) must
make proper contact. The tongue of the lower clutch

must fit into the groove of the upper clutch. Should
you raise the table with a stick locked in position, upon
lowering again it will he necessary to turn the lower

clutch to meet the upper clutch, which is done with

the lever located just below the lower left corner of the

machine body.

Be careful to always observe the condition of the

safety finger (Part No. 753). See that it is strong, free

from metal and properly in place ; also that this whole
part works freely . the safety linger at the lower end of

the shaft passing over the plunger cam lever without

any friction. Make sure that this safety device is in

proper position before turning the machine over, with-
out having a stick locked in position.

Non-Delivery of Slugs

Sometimes a large slug may fall off the ejector blade

while being pushed into the delivery slide and it fails to

reach its proper place on the slug holders, - with the

result that it remain- in the -lug carrier instead of being-

delivered to the galley. When this happens the slug

pusher rack (Part No. A-693) will catch behind the

slug and the latter will he jammed between the front of

the slug carrier and the slug pusher rack. Back the

machine up a trifle and remove the slug. You can pull

the pusher rack forward into position, but it will auto-

matically come to normal in the next revolution of the

machine. The gears that control its motion are of

spring- friction construction which allows the slug .
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to immediai

er returns to position, which oc

is released, flashes may appear

rigidity of the lock-up is dest

y adherents that

Slug Holders

Should the small spring

same. To do this', remove

(Part Xo. 806-B) on the

ing rack (Part No. 695) right.

Fins or Flashes on Slugs

Fins, or flashes on a slug, indicate that son

out of adjustment.

A line of matrices locked too tightly in tl

stick will not properly plane down. Flashes n

as a result. Such lines mav also have unever

surfaces. Foreign matter on top of the mold,

ing to the matrices, may also cause flashes.

slide being" out of adjustment and the lock i

loose are other causes.

If the table catch (F;, (Illustrations No. 1

2) the duty of which is to hold the table a

rigidly together during the cast, works loos-

the starting lever iB) removes it from the

lie main

Hair Lines Between Letters

gether. When matrices are dro

led in the li

ihair

essed on the sides only, with a fine

file, and this trouble will disappear. Also if matrices

are permitted to get dirty hair lines may appear.

Regulate Metal Supply

The object is to keep the metal [Hire and to regulate

a uniform supply in the metal crucible. The regulation

of the supplv of metal assists in maintaining a constant

heat. The best way to obtain the best results is to have

one man responsible for the puritv and the supply of

metal.

The printing face of a slug is very materially affected

by the heat of the metal in the metal crucible, while the

weight of the slug depends more on the correct heat at

the mouthpiece, 'if the mouthpiece runs too hot, it in
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turn heath the mold, causing the slugs to

ing in light slugs, < )n the cither hand, it" the metal in th

erueihle runs ecilcl. the printing face of the slug wi
likely he porous, especially in the larger sizes. There
fore, it is very important that close attention be give

the correct control of the metal.

The best results will he had when pure metal is usee

and when the temperature of the metal is around 540

Metal Control

,ult-

The height of the i the r

with the production of good slugs. It should

be kept about an inch from the top of the metal cru-

cible. The purity of the metal also must be considered
in producing good slugs. The Ludlow will produce
good slugs from good metal, hut you cannot expect any
machine to produce good -lugs from poor metal.

The publishing houses or commercial plants operat-

ing a metal refining pot have the best opportunity of

keeping their metal in g 1 condition. Those who do
not possess such a convenience are obliged to feed old

slugs in the melal pot which are more or less covered
with ink. The purity of the metal used should be given

Where slugs are fed into the metal crucible, a little

sal ammoniac added and stirred before skimming will

help bring the dross to the surface.

Gas Regulation

Note—Read in connection with accompanying draw-

Reyulalum of Gas Healed Metal Crucible

Success in operating a Ludlow machine equipped

with a gas heated melal crucible depend- in no small

measure upon the gas regulation. The machine -liould

be installed on the main line with the other metal
machines of the office, which line is. of course, regu-
lated by a main governor, lint the expansion governor
on the Ludlow is very important to the regulation of
the heat of the machine.

Some of the first Ludlow installations were made
with the gas gove

only, but it has been found v

ecteel to the c file burner
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the mouthpiece burner also, to the governor. Both
burners are then under one control and as the heat at

the mouthpiece responds very quickly to an increase or

decrease in flame, a stead)' control for this flame has

proved its worth.

Owing to the fact that the expansion and contraction

of type metal is greater than cast iron, it is necessary to

light all burners at the same time, for if the crucible

burner is lit and the moulh and lliroat burners are not,

the metal in the bottom of the crucible will melt out
first, and therefore set up an enormous strain which is

liable to result in a broken crucible; wherein if the

throat and month burner* bad been lit, the strain in the

bottom of the crucible would have been eased off

through the throat and mouth.

It is our experience that each machine has its own
gas problem, but when it has been worked out very

little trouble occurs fr.nn uvcrhealing. Keep the tem-
perature of metal from 530

;

to 550" F. by turning the

adjusting screw ( C) to the left to increase, and to the

right to decrease the flame. The flame for the mouth-
piece may occasionally need some adjustment. Make
this adjustment tit the mouthpiece mixture needle point,

(D) onlv when temperature in metal crucible reaches
530° to 545° F.

Height of Table to Mold

The variance of the height between the top of the

table and the top of the mold when in casting position

should be 3/32 of an inch below surface. When the

mold is in proper adjustment, it will lift the stick

19

slightly off the table, nearly 1/16 of an inch when the

stick lies loose on the mold, but only about one point

when locked in position. This makes the table rise in

the center when the cast i- made. This is proper. Rais-
ing the stick from the table during the cast allows

matrices to be properly planed when the mold presses

them against the equalizing bar.

Correct Locking Pressure

Lock the stick in position. Now grasp the adjusting

screw on the end of the stick and pull. It should require

a strong pull to remove it when properly locked. That
is the test for correct locking pressure. This pressure

is adjusted by the screw with the lock nut at the left

end of the locking equalizing bar, to which the equaliz-

ing bar is attached.

Metal Crucible Adjustments

Whenever it is necessary to make metal crucible

adjustments, great care should be taken. In the first

place, some mark should be put upon the parts to be

adjusted in such a way that if your efforts do not suc-

ceed, you will be in a position to replace the adjust-

ments as they were originally, and start over again.

In the upper right-hand corner of Plate A on page

18, illustrations "A" and "B" show two kinds of incor-

rect seating relation between the metal crucible and
mold. Provided Part No. 213 is in proper adjustment

I as explained below tindei "Mouthpiece \djusfment" )

.

either condition can readily be remedied by lowering or

raising the bracket (Part No. 234), as follows: Loosen
both bolts No. 38; turn down both bolts No. 237 to
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remedy "A" condition, or turn up both bolts No. 237 to

remed'v "I!" condition; then re-tighten both bolts No.

38. Caution: Be sure that both bolts No. 237 are

turned up or down the same amount. Apply "Test for

Lock-up" instructions (second paragraph, page 8)

carefully before and after making such adjustments as

Mouthpiece Adjustment

To make adjustment of the mouthpiece of the metal

crucible with the mold proceed as follows:

Bring the mouthpiece in position under the mold,

bringing parts Xo. 220 and No. -12/ in position as illus-

trated on Plate A. This shows the metal crucible and

the mouthpiece in compression against the mold. This

compression is taken up on part No. 217. Note detail

"C" which shows head of bolt No. 213. which when in

proper adjustment is raised about 1/16-inch from its

platform. The raising of this bolt head indicates that

the spring is in compression and that there is pressure

between the mouthpiece and mold.

This description covers all parts that are necessary

to put mouthpiece in perfect contact with mold. You
must, however, remember that the balance between

these two adjustments, that of the mouthpiece of the

metal crucible with the mold as described in the preced-

ing paragraph, must be maintained so that no undue
You a

readily understand that if the rear is adjusted e

tremely high, to force the front of the mouthpiec

balance with the rear might throw undue strain or

and perfect contact will not lie had.

Low Plunger

The port or intake at the back and bottom of the

well is a long slot about one-fourth of an inch wide.

To insure a good intake of metal the opening between

the plunger and the lower edge of this well port should

be at least 1/16-inch. The size of the opening can be

determined bv inserting a wire of about that thickness

bent into an "L" shape. It an adjustment must be

made remove the back pin from the plunger connection

lever, raise the lever clear of the upper plunger con-

necting rod and turn the rod up or down, according

to whether opening is too small or too great.

Pot Swivel Adjustment Nut
The pot swivel nut (Part No. 232) should be tight

enough to steady the metal pot when turning, yet allow-

ing an easv motion. To loosen or tighten this nut

remove pin' ( Part No. 233) and turn to the right or to

the left, allowing the pin to drop into the hole that

gives the closest adjustment.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Installing an Electric Crucible

Remove the old crucible and refer to instructions for

"Assembling Metal Crucible to Machine" on page 5,

After the electric crucible is on its bearings and before

you make the connections to the control box, adjust the

metal crucible to the mold. Refer to instructions on

"Metal Crucible Adjustments" on page 19.
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Directions for Operating Electrically Heated

Ludlow

Any piece of electrical apparatus is more or le

a puzzle to the layman. But the electric-heated

low Typograph is so constructed and w

i few i

troubles arii

There an
the metal c

e lettered C, L and H.

little n

3Uth i ; 3 and - feed t icible i

innected to correspond-

diich operates the mag-

("Unit" is the term applied

wires lettered C. L and H a

ing terminals of the thermos

netic switch of the control
|

In the terminal box at the back of the crucil

five brass terminal bar> numbered : 1, 2A, 2B, 3

Bars 2A and 2B are connected with a short pi

wire and are therefore virtually one. This is

referred to later.

Arrangement of Units

it No. 306-E is flat it

i located

.ting cast

v located

This throat cover is insulated from the heat of the

throat unit bv asbestos pads. Enough asbestos padding

is used so that when the cover is screwed down, it rests

squarelv on the pads with the flange of the upper end

of the cover clearing the crucible casing.

The mouth heating unit (Part No. A-303-E) fits

into a round hole parallel with the mouthpiece. This

unit is known as the cartridge type of unit. It is fif-

teen sixteenths of an inch in diameter and about two

and one-half inches long. It is inserted and removed
ose of the metal crucible.

Thet ) metal tight units (No. 211-E and

which are shaped to fit close to the

ible and are submerged in the metal.

strates the method of connecting these

M^

:ms of the units as they pass under the

ects into a small housing attached to the

Inside of this housing the terminals of



Electric Crucible Connections
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which lead into the terminal box and are connected to

bars No. 3 and 4. (Plate B.) Two wires leading

through the flexible conduit connect bars 3 and 4 to

corresponding terminals in the control panel.

As stated before, wires numbered 1 and 2 feed the

mouth and throat units. Starting from terminal No.

1 in the control panel, there is a short wire (A) which

leads upwards through a short length of conduit at the

top of the panel and is connected to a rheostat that is

fastened to a bracket which is held on the machine

frame by three screws. Its function is to control the

heat at the throat and mouth. This rheostat is of the

double type and is convertible for either 110V or 220V.

In the 110V equipment, the upper and lower section

are connected in parallel; two short wires join both

sections, and the lead wires

nals of the low

ected ii short

e connected to the

erminals.

When the knob of the rheostat is turned until the

small indicator points to number 14 on the graduated

plate, the full resistance of the rheostat will be inter-

cepting the current feeding the throat and mouth units,

which will then be delivering the minimum of heat. As
the knob is turned in the opposite direction, the resis-

tance will be gradually eliminated until the indicator

points to number one, where the full current is allowed

to pass to the units, which will then deliver the maxi-

mum of heat.

From the rheostat (see Plate B), wire number 1

leads through the panel and flexible conduit into the

terminal box, where it is connected to bar Xo. 1. From
bar No. 1, wire B extends through the wall of the

crucible casing and proceeds between the crucible and

the casing to the bottom of the crucible, where it is

connected to one of the terminals of the throat unit.

It continues and is connected at the throat of the cru-

cible to one of the terminals of the mouth unit; thus

the mouth and throat units are connected in parallel

and are controlled jointly by the rheostat.

You will notice that from the mouth and throat

units, independent wires return to the terminal box.

The wire returning from the throat unit is connected

to bar No. 2A in the terminal box, and the wire re-

turning from Ihc mouth unit is connected to bar No.

2B. (See Plate B.) This is a matter of convenience

in locating a defect in case trouble should arise in the

heating of the mouth and throat.

Trouble Indications

Electric machinery, like all other human inventions,

occasionally has troubles of its own. Electric heating

apparatus is no exception to the rule.

There is a limited number of amperes required to

operate the electric crucible, and if the fuses as specified

burn out, it indicates a defect such as a "ground" or

"short" circuit, which must be repaired.

The two main fuses should be 20 ampere (not over

25 ampere) capacity for 110 volts; or 12 ampere (not

over 15) for 220 volts. The upper fuse, which is on

the throat and mouth circuit, should be 6 ampere (not

over 10) for 110 volts; 3 ampere (not over 5) for

220 volts.

1
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healed

;

if thei other

applia

the same circuit which feeds the

Typograph. they will he thrown out

of action when the main cut-out

fuses are forced to burn out.

A test lamp is the most convenient

and time-saving tool which can be used

for locating any trouble which may
develop in the electric crucible. This

test lamp (See Fig. S), requires two
ordinary electric lamp sockets, one

separable attachment plug and a few
feet of flexible lamp cord. One
rould b

the attachment plug as shown

;. 5, the ends of the wires leading

the lamps to he used lor making

ten the test lamp is connected to

iting circuit anil the ends of the

r. both lights will show half

t. This because the lamps are

ng hall o

pose of 1

L-ord. is t.

The

machine or anything that 1

If a te st point is applied

nit. and the light a

element if the units is in

with the

inal of a

e dimly, the

the test points directly together and note the dif-

ference in the light. \u dimming of the lights indi-

cates a short circuit. No light will indicate open

Apply one test point to a unit terminal and the other

test 'point to the unit casing. If the test lamp shows

no light, it will indicate that the heating element is clear

or not grounded.

tri al Terms

"1 Ieating Unit.

: "Element."

A volt is pressure, like pom
An "ampere" is the term fc

of flow. Amperes develop li

marked, the fuses may burn c

How to Locate Trouble

The Typograph Machine
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Mouth and Throat Circuit

When the upper itise in the panel burns nut. it indi-

cates trouble in the mouth and throat circuit. Turn

off hand switch in the control panel.

In the terminal box at the back of the crucible, re-

move wires B. I) and C from bars 1. 2A and 2B. Now
connect the test lamp to the lighting circuit and con-

nect one test point to wire I>. the other test point to

wire J). If the lights are slightly dimmed, the throat

heater element is in good condition. If there is a short

circuit, the light will appear with same brightness as

when the two points are brought directly together. No
light will indicate an open circuit, probably a poor

connection, or the unit is defective or "dead" as it is

commonly called.

one test point on wire II, the other test point on wire C.

Now test all three wires, B. D and C for grounds.

If the machine is grounded as stated above, simple

touch wire B, D and C with the positive test point of

the test lamp, hirst touch the bare iron of the machine

with one test point and then witli the other. The one

that lights a lamp is the positive test point. If the

machine is not grounded, connect either one of the

test points to the bare iron of the machin

handled. Hov er, when the

K-atiun of the

defective mot

ight goes

nit, take off the

small cover at the mouth, also remove the throat cover.

You will find the mouth unit terminals connected to the

lead wires in the recess at the side of the throat. These
connections are covered with asbestos insulating tubing.

To replace a defective throat unit, it is necessary

to remove the throat cover and take out the asbestos

beat insulating pad which covers the throat unit; also

remove the large cover at the bottom of the crucible.

The terminals of the throat unit are connected to the

lead wires under the large cover. The connections are

insulated with asbestos tape.

When placing a new unit in the throat of the crucible,

the end of the unit from which the terminals project

should he even with, the bottom end of the throat chan-

nel in which it rests. If the unit is placed too high

towards the nose of the crucible so that its end rests on
the curve of the throat surface, there will be an air

pocket between the unit and the throat surface, which
will prevent the throat from becoming properly heated.

When re-connecting wires to terminals, he sure that

tight

-lu'g t The
1 the c

. You e the asbc-

salch
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If : ;s dclec

•Remove the small cover which covers the terminals

Df the rheostat. Disconnect the wires from the ter-

n he tested independently,

d to the lighting circuit.

linal of the upper section,

le Knoo so tliat tnc indicator | mints to number
as you gradual!) turn the indicator toward
14. the light should hecome more and more

'

t 14 is reached, which is the full1 poii ached, w
Test the lows in the

If the light goes out at

a defect or open circuit,

rheostat.

To Test Crucible Units

that each unit can be tested independently.

Heat of Metal Controlled

The temperature of the metal in the crucible is a

matically controlled by the thermostat attached to

back of the metal crucible wire housing box.

thermostat is operated by mercury contained in a

which is immersed in the metal. A tube leads from
bulb to the thermostat and in the thermostat termir

in a hollow spiral spring. The bulb, tube and spring

completely filled with mercury and the thermost;

dp
HPOJD 130

case you can see an arrangement similar to the sketch
here shown. When this little spring contact is in the

position shown at la) the current is on, and when in

the (b) position tile current is off. This operation is

performed as follows: When the heat is turned on the
mercury starts to expand and as it expands the hollow
spiral spring before mentioned is forced to slighth un-
coil, or straighten out. At the center of this spring is

fastened a thin piece of steel which extends downward,
and at its bottom end are secured the contact springs

above shown. When the metal readies a certain degree

of heat the contact shown at (a) is broken and the bar
travels across to the other side and makes the contact

shown at (b). When this contact takes place the cir-

cuit is broken in the control panel. This allows the

metal to cool, and as it cools the spring in the thermo-

stat recoils and brings the contact spring back to the

(a) position, again throwing on the current. After the

crucible has been brought to the proper temperature it

usually only takes three or four minutes for the spring-

to travel from the (a) to the (b) position, but it.
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1 heat.

: consumption and keeps the metal

To Change the Temperature

Directly behind the contact springs of the thermo-

stat there is a scale with a sliding point in front of it.

On one side of the center of this scale is the word

"Raise," on the other side "Lower." A screw head

projects from the case at the lower right hand side.

If it is desired to have the metal hotter, turn this screw

so that the point in front of the scale moves toward

the word "Raise." Turn the screw the opposite way
if it is desired to have the metal cooler.

In the absence of a thermometer, the temperature of

the metal can be very accurately judged with a piece of

white paper. Fold the paper several times and insert

it in the metal, holding it there ten seconds or longer.

If the temperature is correct the paper will be turned

a very light straw color. If too hot, it will turn black.

Try always to keep the metal at that degree of heat

which gives the best working results. If a thermo-

meter is at hand the correct degree will be found some-

where between 525 and 542 degrees,

The control panel at the back of the machine con-

tains the starting switch, the circuit breaker, and three

fuses. The switch and fuses are all that need concern

the operator.

Again, remember to never do any work on the elec-

tric equipment of the Ludlow without first turning off

the switch and removing the two main fuses.
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FRAME PARTS

Frame front plate

Frame front plate screw

Frame front plate dowel

Oilers (use with all oil tubes)

Main shaft

7 Main shaft bearing (left) assembled. .
.

Main shaft bearing screw

Main shaft bearing screw

Main shaft collar (right)

Main shaft collar pin

Main shaft collar (left)

Main shaft collar pin

Main shaft cam key

6 Main shaft bearing (right) assembled. .

Main shaft bearing screw (use No. 18)

.

Main shaft bearing cap screw (use Ni

20)

"
Frame cover screw (use Nc 672)

Leg (right)

Leg screws

Leg (left)

Leg motor screw

Leg brace (front)

Leg brace screw

Leg brace (rear)

Leg screw washer

Table (casting only)

1 /2 "-13xl/2 " ...

56 iV'^H"
C No. 2 Winkley. .

$86.00 Connote
40.00 Conoid

.20

.15 Conscript

.25

5.00

5.00 Console

.15 Consort

.45

1.35 Contex
.15 Contort

1.35

.15 Coomb

.25 Corner

10.00 Contuse

3.50 Convict

16.50 Cooper
.20

10.50

.15 Copier

1.30

.20 Corn
1.75 Couch
.15 Cougar

61.00 Cove

I
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Par.N NAME OF PART Plate No. Style SPECIFICATION S Price Code Word

49 Table hinge s 2.00 Cow
50 Table hinge pin 5

51 Tahle hinge pin set screw 5 4 1

4
"-20A" .15 Crag

52 Table hinge bracket

Table hinge bracket screw (use X
5

). 12) 5

..... 1.75 Crape

53 Table tilling piece 1.25 Crater

54 Table hinge bracket dowel 56 .15 Ccow

55 Table binge dowel 56 T- si ." .15 Craze

56
57

Table tilling piece screw

Table lifter ::::: 4

8 10-30x54"
'.'.'.'.'.

.. 6'00 Coral

58 Table lifter fulcrum ..... 5 1.50 Corban

— 59 Table lifter fulcrum nut 101 J4M3xA"".
'."

'.'•'. 20 Corbeil

— 60 Table lifter latch '.'.v.. 5 1.00 Corsule

Table lifter latch stud (use No. 4k ).... 11

63 Table lifter latch fulcrum washer n it.... 5 101 a i3x'; .25 Cordial

64 Table lifter fulcrum washer 201 /2 "xl-M"xA" .... .20 Cordontz

66 Table lifter link

Table lifter link pin (use No. 54)

.

'.'.'.v. 5

1.50 Cordon

67 Table lifter link hinge pin 5 35 Corinth

68 Table lifter link hinge pin cotter . . 5 j\'"x^'"'
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

10 Corky

69 Table lifter link slide pin

Table lifter slide

Table lifter slide screw (use 556) .

5

'.'.'... 12

.30 Cormus
4.75 Cornet

Table lifter slide dowel 5 56 .15 Corpse

75 Table lifter slide cap 1.15 Cortex

76 Table lifter slide cap screw i4"-i6xii"'
"!'.''.'.

.15 Cortile

78 Table guard (right hand) 2.40 Corvine

Table guard screw '.

. \

\

'. 5 8 10-30x^" 15 Cosier

SO Table guard (left hand) 2.40 Cosmic

IFhen ordering parts, see Page 4
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FRAME PARTS

Table guard screw ('use

Table guard rear (right

Table guard rear screw

Table guard rear (left)

Table catch...'

Table catch spring washer (use

615J4)
Table catch stud

Table catch stud nut

Table catch pin

Table catch stop pin (use No. 557)

9)..

DRIVING MECHANISM PARTS

1.80 Costard

1.80 Cote

1.50 Daddock

.30 Daddy

Motor
Motor brush (short spring) . .

Motor brush

Motor spring oiling wick. . . .

Motor oil packing

Motor brush (long spring) . .

Switch box screw

112 Switch box 6

$30.00 Also

tV I'd. . . .65 Alt

.65 Altai

}i" felt..

tV rd. .

.65

.65

.65

Altern

Air hea

Alva
Round head
No. 8xj4" .05 Dahline

No. 10 A. 1) P. indicating

snap switch concealed base

and round button 1.50 Diry

No. 17-

A

plain cove,

rd. Bassert with

i" dia .75 Dakir

m
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Part No. KAME OF PART Plate No. St 5 le SPECIFICATIONS Price Co.le Word

.05

.05

D-tkoit

115 Motor switc h base screws... 6 No. 10x1 yy rd. head wood
Dallop

,V"xlj4" rd. head stove

bolt with nut Dallv

Motor pulls.

122 Motor pulley set screw

126 Motor wire

128 No. 14 BN connector No. 7120
130 No. 60S! I brass terminal bushing for N

14 BX
131 Pipe clip ys "
132-A Condulet

Condulet screw 1 use 734 )

133-B Condulet fuse block

134-A1 10 Amp. cartridge fuse for 110 vo

134-A2 6 Amp. 'cartridge' fuse for 220 volt' mote
135 Pipe clip screw

136 Pulley

Pulley shaft
- Pulley set screw

Pulley pinion (rawhide)

Pulley pinion taper pin

Belt

Belt tightener pulley

Belt tightener stud

Belt tightener stud oiler (use No. 15)

.

YC 1302 type YC condulet

.50 Dampen

.05 Damask
5.00 Dampish

.15 Dannock
5.00 Daphine
1.75 Dapple
.15 Darner

4.50 Daroo
.15 Darsis

1.25 Dartel

1.75 Dauphin
1.50 Davine



DRIVING MECHANISM PARTS

] loll tightener lever

I it'll tightener lever fulcrum
I it'll tightener fulerum washer ( u:

64)
Belt tightener fulcrum nut

Driving gear (main shaft)
'

1 having gear assembled

Driving gear pinion

I having gear pinion pin

Driving gear safetv pin

Driving gear safetv kev
Driving gear safety washer
Driving gear salety washer screw

Driving gear safetv lock washer..
I Iriving shaft

'

I Iriving shaft collar

Driving shaft collar pin

Gear guard
( lear guard screw

Gear guard cover screw (use Xo
Drive shaft bracket

Drive shaft bracket screw

Drive shaft bracket dowel
Main -haft bearing oiler (use Ni

Main shaft bearing oil tube

Alain shaft bearing (left) oil tub;

Delivery slide lever oil tube

,
2.25 Decry
50 Decurt

101 ">4"xl3x^" ............ .20 Deeplv
6.00 Defalk

12.50 Defend
3.00 Defirth

55 Xo. 3x2" 15 Defeat

7.50 Defile

Xo. 3x2y2
"

15 Define

25 Defier

75 Defoe
25 Defoul

10 Deft

2.50 Deliac

75 Delete

55 Xo. 3x1%" 15 Delight

2.75 Deluke
1 ;4"-20x.>6" 15 Deg

1.50 Delver

20.00 Demur
3 Ty-14xl><" 30 Dengue
56 ,V'xlj4" 15 Denier

yi" brass tubing .75 Denude
•

'

75 Digit

Yz" brass tubing .75 Dipper



Metal Pot Parts
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o l mm §.
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2 | 7
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228 229 230:

!

240 241 242

256 257
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281 282 '



44 Metal Pot and Parts

1

®w
220 231 232

A-205-2

234

,

Plate 9
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Part No. NAME OF PART Plate No. Style SPECIFICATIONS Pries Code Word

197

198

199

. 6

POT

.75

75

Disbase

Discure
Clutch body oil tube

Pulley shaft oil tube

METAL

Y%" brass tubing

Yi" brass tubing

AND PARTS
Part No NAME OF PART Plate No. ,i-i .in. - ii. Price. Code Word

A205-
213
214
215
216
217
220

221

224

227
228
229
230
231

232
233

2 Metal crucible assembly . 9

'. S

.' s

. 9

'. 8

'. 8

. 9

. 9

. 8

60.00

.75

.20

.35

.10

.25

45.00

'.7.5

2.00

.35

4.00

.15

.15

.30

3.25

2.50

.50

Dilate

Distill

Disting

Distrite

Distune

Doodle

Doric

Dormer

Dorsal

Dorture
Dortant

Dottree

Doublet

Doucet

rts, see Page 4

Pot cam roll

Pot cam lever fulcrum cotter (use N
68)
Pot cam lever shoe

3 M"-20x%"
5 y,"-20x

;>r
Pot cam lever adjusting screw checkn

Pot swivel

Whc
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46 METAL POT AND PARTS ( )
;

Part No NAME OF PART P Style SPECIFICATIONS Price Code Word

234 Pot swivel bracket 9 6 75 Duchess

235 Pot swivel nut pin cross bar 56 ys "xU/s"'
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

.15 Dunnage

236 Pot swivel bracket screw

Pot swivel bracket screw washer (use

No. 64)

.35 Dung- '"
i

237 Pot swivel bracket adjusting screw

Pot swivel bracket adjusting screw

checknut 1 use No. 59)

Pot swivel oiler (use No. 15)

5

.60 Downcast

240 Pot casing binge pin .35

241 Pot casing screw 7 J4"-20.x)4" .15

242 Pot casing dowel

Pot casing binge pin cotter (use Xo. 6S
) 5

56 A"xtV .10 Drugger

247 Pot mouthpiece
'. '. 5.00 Dullard

248 Pot mouthpiece screw i lo-zbxyj'". .".'.'.'..'.,.

.

.15 Dulse

Pot mouthpiece opening cover 8 .60 Dunder

Pot mouthpiece opening cover screw

(use No. 216)

251 Plunger 2.50 Eagle

252

253

Plunger pin

Plunger link jj

.50

1.00

Easter

Ebbs
*

A-254 Plunger cam i last i assemble

A-254 Plunger

1 -254 Plunger

9

gg
assembly as' follows:

25.00 ^ lpSe

1-255 Plunger i adjustable )

1 -228 Plunger

3-326 Plunger jwel

2 -256 1 'lunger ad.iu table) screw

2 -257 Plunger

1 -283 Plunger am shoe

.

When rdermg parts, sec age 4



256 Plunger cam (adjustable) screw 8 3 ^"-16x1^" 20 Elone
257 Plunger cam screw washer 8 201 7

i

," x,VxV 15 Ecbole
Plunger cam pin | use No. 22) 5

A-258 Plunger cam lei er assembled 9 10.00 Echo
259 Plunger cam lever fulcrum 8 1.50 Eclat

Plunger cam lever fulcrum cotter (use

No. 632) 13

260 Plunger cam lever bracket 9 4.50 Elfin
Plunger cam lexer bracket oil tube (use
No. 194) 6

261 Plunger cam lever bracket dowel 8 56 y4 "xj/s " 15 Retype
262 Plunger cam lexer bracket screw 8 .45 Elope
263 Plunger spring 9 1.25 Eden
264 Plunger spring connection 1 upper ) . . . . 8 50 Edile
265 Plunger spring connection < lower ) 8 50 Elluce
266 Plunger spring connection clevis pin. . .

N 56 \ ,"xl" 15 EfForm
267 Plunger spring connection cle\ i.- S 2.00 Effray

Plunger spring connection clevis nut
(use Xo. 59) . 5

268 Plunger (extension, si .ring connection. 8 2.00 Egad
269 Plunger spring connection extension nut 8 101 ?.s"-llx1

:k" 25 Egest
270 Plunger spring connection swivel 8 2.00 Egger
271 Plunger connection rod ( upper ) 8 1 50 Egma
272 Plunger c- mnecti. m n ul ,1, nver I 8 2.00 Egress

Plunger connection rod nut 1 use Xo. 59) 5

274-A Plunger connection lever . .

.'

8 2.00 Eisel
275 Plunger o mnectton lever pin N 25 Elder

Plunger connection lever pin cotter (use

Xo. 68) 5



3 Burner and Parts



i 'lunger i lever bruket screw

Plungcr c yoke cam lever stop

Hunger i

Plunger i

Plunger c

Plunger c

lounger <

Plunger c

Plunger c

Plunger c

[.'lunger ,

.1 'lunger i

1 'lunger <

1 'lunger

nil shoe

am shoe

am lev

95)...

yoke

1: :-r ,:in (front)

lexer bolder

lever holder stud. . .

screw (use Xo. 22^)

dowel (use Xo. 326)

biaeket ehecknut. . . .

roll

uise*Xu

IS Eveler

.50 Elvan

.15 Embank
.bS

.60

;3S Emblem
.50 Embody

.50 Empeach

.20

I'.nilialm

.50 Encave

.00 Encina

GAS BURNER AND PARTS

Base burner gasket

Base burner mixer needle v



GAS BURNER AND PARTS

311 Base burner flexible tube 10

312 Ease burner screw 10

A-313 Mouthpiece burner 10

A-314 Mouthpiece burner mixer 10

315 Mouthpiece burner mixer needle valve. . 10

316 Mouthpiece burner mixer shut-off cock 10

317 Mouthpiece burner mixer nipple 10

319 Base burner shut-off cock 10

320-

A

Gas governor frame

A320A ( las governor assemble 10

Gas governor frame screw (use No. 681) 13

325 Slue, hi'lder hearing screw nut

326 Plunger cam shoe dowel

327 Gas governor nipple

336 ys pipe tee 10

337 Gas governor elbow 10

338 Gas governor nipple 10

366 Gas governor frame cover sere-

A-367 Gas governor expansion tube. .

369 Gas governor carbon

370 Gas governor lever

A-370 Gas governor lever assembly..

371 Gas governor lever fulcrum. . .

372 Gas governor lever spring. . .

.

373 Gas governor lever spring stud

374 Gas governor valve

375 Gas governor valve washer . .

.

1.75 Eparch
.15 Wistful

1.25 Ephold
2.25 Estop
1.00 lAtreat

75 lAtrade

.15

.75 Wisp
5.00 Estrick

25.00 Etape

.10 Wish
15 Exile

20

.15 Fabric

1.50

.20 Fain
1.00 Fala

.30 False

1.50 Fame
3.1X1 Famuli

.30 Fanar

.10 Fa.ie.le

.25 Fango



Tripping Mechanism Parts



52 GAS BURNER PARTS
Part No NAME OF PART Plate No. Style SPECIFICATIONS Price Code Word

376
377
378

379
380
381

382
383
384

.10

.15

.75

.15

L50

'.30

Farad

Gas governor valve spring washer . .
.

Gas governor adjusting screw ......

Gas governor adjusting screw lock scr

(use No. 570)

Fardel

Farl

..10 Farm
Fars

Gas governor nipple (outlet)

Gas governor mouthpiece burner tub

Fascia

Fasht

Fatrels

TRIPPING MECHANISM PARTS
Part No NAME OF TART PlateNo. Style SPECTFlCAilONS Pr.ee Code Word

405
406
407
408
410
411

414
415
416

418

When

2.00

.35

1.00

.15

1.00

.15

.30

.25

.75

1.00

Pacade
Facet

Faceter

Tripping lever connection stud
Factum

Tripping lever intermediate fulcrum. Faddle
Fading
Fagot

'

Tripping lever inlermediate bracket.

Tripping lever intermediate brae

screw (use No. 248)

Falcade

Falding

Tripping lever clevis stud (use No. 4(



TRIPPING MECHANISM PARTS

Clutch body.....
Clutch body pin

Clutch body dowel

Clutch pin

Clutch pin spring

Clutch body oil tube bushing

Clutch pin spring- screw

Clutch pin guide pin

t dutch gear guard
Clutch gear guard screw (use No. 807)

Clutch release

Clutch release fulcrum

Clutch release fulcrum cotter (use No.

68)
Clutch release connection

Clutch release bracket

Clutch release bracket screw (use No.

171)
(. hitch release plunger

Clutch release plunger spring

Clutch release plunger spring screw....

Clutch disc

Clutch disc screw

Clutch disc dowel

56

56

1

56

7.50 Fallow
' 15 Fanfare

.10 Fang
2.00 Fangot

'50 Fantams
7 8-36xi4" 15 Farness

W;" 10 Fasces

1.00 Fasti

4.00 Father

35 Fathom

.'.'.'.' .".'.'.'.".' .'.'.'.'.':'.' .'.'.'.'."

.45 Fatlute

2.50 Faubit

10 Faula
^"-13x^" 15 Fausis

5.00 Faros
/i"-20x//' 15 Favtour

{V'^Y 15 Febid



Locking Mechanism Parts

511 512 5|6 bW
siu

544

560555

575-A

56/
5/0

__ 576-A 577

3 "
• 585

V

587

580 582-A

597 592 593 562 ~595" 598

Plate 12



LOCKING MECHANISM PARTS

Locking 1

Locking r

Locking r

Locking r

Locking r

Locking r

Locking r>

Locking
Locking

;e rod yoke ....

>e rod stud ....

ie rod spring. . .

e rod bushing. .

e tripper fulcru

* triPPer
>e tripper fulcri

ie tripper fulcruin

se tripper spring

;e tripper spring pin

tripper stud i main slide
)

tripper holder

inn Fecula

.15 Leckless

.15 Felsire

1 ?s Ferial

15 Fertile

?. on
?,o Festal

50 Festoon

,75

10 Fetla

10 Feudal

75 \\ lsdom

.45 Wipe
1.50

.25 Fever
10 Fibster

10 Fibrine

.15

.30 Fidget

J.2b Fidgeter

JO Fidgetig

400 Fief

.15 Winter

.50 Winsome
.1.00 Winnow
.10 }V"<™,-



LOCKING MECHANISM PARTS o

Locking lever handle screw

1 .ricking lever fulcrum
Locking lever fulcrum set screw (use-

No. 583)
Locking lever anchor

Locking lexer anchor screw

Locking lever anchor dowel

Locking lever link

Locking lever link stud

Locking lever spring

Locking lever link stud nut

Locking lever spring screw fuse No.

734)
Locking slide

Locking slide shoe

Locking slide shoe spring

Locking slide adjusting safety screw...

Locking slide shoe stop screw

Locking slide guide I front )

Locking slide guide ( front ) screw-

Locking slide guide dowel (use No. 3-0 i

Locking slide adju.-ling -.crew set screw-.

Locking slide guide (rear)

Locking slide guide screw i rear ) ( use

No. 511)

Locking slide guide dowel (use No. 51-

)

Locking guide

Locking guide screw
Locking slide guide screw (hack)

6.00

1.25

.10 I- lagrare

.20 Flail

.20 Flagstaff

2.50 Flagpole

.25 Flamcn

.15 Flamho
y.bo Flamenier

1.50 Flanker
.20 Flannel

.15 Flattish



Looking guide adjusting block 12

Locking- guide adjusting block screw

(use No. 556) 12

Lucking slide safety pawl 12

Lucking slide safety pawl spring 12

Lucking slide safety pawl plunger (use

No. 545) 12

Lucking guide adjusting Mock dowel. . .

Locking guide adjusting block adjusting

Locking lever fulcrum set screw

Locking guide screw washer 12

Locking equalizing lever 12

Locking equalizing lever stud 12

Locking equalizing lever stud nut (use

No. 562) 12

Locking equalizing lever spring 12

Locking equalizing bar lock washer....

Locking equalizing bar 12

Locking equalizing bar stud. 12

Locking equalizing bar stop pin 12

Locking equalizing Icier adjusting screw 12

Locking equalizing lever adjusting screw

nut (use No. 230) 8

Locking slide safety pawl bumper for

Locking slide safety pawl fulcrum 12

.15 Flogger

.10 Flodder

.15 Fundus

2,00

.20 Fort

1S Fossil

10

3.00 Fotmol



Slide Mechanism Parts
( )

602

601

'

1. .

608 •- e,o" eTT

612

•"» 3=3 3 |

618 619 62 |

606

032

615 -""

1

- 617 -_

628 629

633

62:-

;

'-'

:

666 667 668

631

......

645 ^ 6

6t0 ,:.

;
•

670 A 671

A

682 'S-lKlliif

4-=3 _ 65

696 697 m
698

'
,

672 •

69{ —
a"™,umi*'1>

676-A 67 7A 681

695



Slide Mechanism Parts

i

^L^i

, , o -
589

686 687



SLIDE MECHANISM PARTS )

Main slide 14

Main slide gib (back) 13

Main slide gib adjusting screw 13

Main slide gib lack i left band ) 13

Main slide gib back adjusting screw. ... 13

Main slide and bottom trim cams as-

sembled 14

Main slide gib (front) 13

Main slide gib i front
j adjusting screw-

fuse No. 604) 13

Main slide gib i front I adjusting screw
(top) (use No. 583)
Main slide gib dowel I use Xo. 425) ....

Main slide cam dowel 13

Main slide cam pin (use No. 22) 5

Main slide cam screw 13

Main slide cam roll 13

Main slide cam roll stud 13

Main slide cam roll stud set screw (use

No. 626)
Main slide dowel 13

Main slide adjusting plate 13

Main slide adjusting plate '.new

Main slide adju.-ting olatv screw washer
(use No. 64)
Main slide adjusting screw 13

Main slide adjusting screw check nut. . . 13

Main slide adjusting screw lock washer

Main slide spring 13

10-30x3

10-30x3

$50.00 Frock
1.50 Froth

.10 . 'Frother

.20 Caddish
1.00 Gadoid
1.00 Gallic

.25 Gafol

3.00 Gaiter

.25 Galena



SLIDE MECHANISM PARTS
Part No. NAME OF PART Plate No. Style SPECIFICATIONS Price Code Word

Main slide

Main slide

spring bar 13

spring ar screw
^

^se
,
^.

^

Gambit

618 Main slide

Main slide

Bottom trin

Bottom trin

Bottom trin

Bottom trin

Bottom trin

Bottom trin

Main slide

Bottom trin

Bottom trin

Bottom trin

No. 626)..
Bottom trin

Bottom trin

Bottom trin

Ejector slide

Ejector slid

216)
Bottom trin

Bottom trin

Bottom trin

) 6 pt. ejecto

12 pt. eject

Gambage

l slide 14

i slide roll 13

Gangue

slide gib pin (use No. 326)
slide adjusting screw .' 13

am roll stud lock screw.. ..

cam roll 13

625 4 >r-20x%" 15 Gannet

cam roll stud set screw (use

gaphara
.

lever fulcrum 13

lever fulcrum cotter 13

lever oiler (use No. 15) . . 5

gib guard screw I use No.

'lever oil' tube
.'....'.' '.'.'.'.'.'.

13

knife 13

knife screw (use No. 171) 6

ir blade!
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.', '.'.'.'.'.

13

642 50 Gastric



643-A Ejector slide 14 10.00 Gaulus

Ejector pin (use No. 425)

644 Ejector slide gib 13 1.50 Gaunlet

645 Ejector slide gib adjusting screw 13 4 yA"-2Qx%" 15 Gavel

Ejector slide gib pin ( use No. 557) 12

A-647 Ejector and delivery cams assembled. . . 14 30.00 Gavot

648 Ejector cam roll 13 1.00 Gawky
649-A Ejector cam roll stud 13 1.00 Gazra

Ejector cam roll stud nut ( use No. 59) 5

A-650 Delivery slide assembly. 14 60.00 Gazel

651-A Deliver slide lever. .' 14 6.00 Gazzam
A-652A Delivery slide lever stud 13 2.00 Gecko

Delivery slide lever stud nut (use No.
269) .'. 8

654 Delivery slide lever stud washer 13 201 .V'xl .i;
s >c

:i
V 25 Older

655 Delivery slide lever stud oil hole screw.. 13 4 S-36x' 4
" 10 Gemote

657 Delivery cam roll 13 1.00 Gershon

658-A Delivery cam roll stud 13 75 Gerper

Delivery cam roll stud nut ! use No. 59) 5

Delivery cam screw ( use No. 608 ]...". 13

Delivery slide cam dowel i use No. 607) 13

660 • Slut;- guide i right hand I 13 35 Gibbet

Slug guide screw
I
use No. 216)

662 Slug guide (left hand) 13

Slug guide screw ( use No. 216)
663 Slug holder (right hand) 13

664 Slug holder i left hand ) 13

665 Slug holder spring 13

666 Slug holdei spring pin 13

.35 Gingei

25 Gipsir

10 Ilenil;

.20 Heron



SLIDE MECHANISM PARTS

667 Slug holder bearing pin

668 Slug holder hearing screw
Slug holder hearing screw nut (use Xo.

670-A Slug holder bearing plate (rear)
Slug holder hearing plate- -crew I use Xo.
79)

671 Slug holder hearing plate (front)
Slug holder hearing plate

t front ) dowel
(use Xo. 425)

672 Slug holder hearing plate screw (front)
674 Delivery slide cover

Delivery slide cover screw (use No. 216)
676-A Mold wiper ( with buttonhole)
677-A Mold wiper cover
678-A Mold wiper cover rivet

.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.['.
\

680 Delivery slide gib t right hand)
681 Delivery slide gib screw
682 Delivery slide gib dowel
68.i Slug carrier gear (upper)
686 Slug carrier |ear

(

(lower]..: I:;;;::;;
°°7 Shig carrier gear spring washer

fiSQ C 1

Ca 'TUT S
'

e ''"' r,am|
'
WaShel'

f^
S«g earner gear sleeve

690 Slug earner gear stud

692 llu
S
tnrn 'r

°pel'

ati "s rack <lowel

A 695 Slug carnt'rtck assembled
694 Slug carrier dowel

\

3.00 Hilding

.25 Condign
17b Condole

3.00 Atop

.10

1.00

.15 Confess

.30 Confide
1.00 Windmill
1.50 Wind
.50 Winch
.10 Win

1.00 Wilt
.25 ( ongius

Conglobe
Congou

4.00 Conject
.10 Conjoin



Stick Stop and Safety Mechanism Parts

730 731 732

739-A 740-A O ~~
(

747-A 746 \ 751



1

) SLIDE MECHANISM PARTS 65

Part No NAME OJ> PART PlateNo. Style SPECIFICATIONS Priee Code Word

695

696

697
69S

Slue carrier operating rack 13 2.50 Hakot
.25 Hallux

.10 Halsen

.15 Hamite

PARTS

Delivery slide pin cotter t use X... hS ) . . 5

Delivery slide operating rack stop pin.. 13

Main slide spring bar screw 13

STICK STOP AND SAFE

1 8"
X
20xjS"

TY MECHANISM

712

713-A

717

723

725-B

726
730 1

731

NAME OF PART Plate No. Style SPECIFICATIONS Price Crate Word

Stick stop for 21 em 15 1.50

1.50

.15

'. .10

3.00

.15

.30

.50

3.50

.10

1.50

Hatnose

1 lampster

Ilansa

ilaran

Hardee

Hare
Harlot

Harsh
Harpy

fiazer

Hebron
Heifer

Stick stop adjusting screw set screw. ... 15

Stick stop hinge pin (use No. 592).... 12

Stick stop slide guide screw ( use No. 18) 5

Stick stop slide guide dowel

Stick stop slide guide block

Stick -lop -.lide guide block screw (use

No. 248)

A A

Stick stop slide 15

Stick stop adjusting screw (use No. 604) 13

Safety lever 15

W



Mouthpiece Wiper and Parts

813-B 814-A

831-A 833-B



STICK STOP AND SAFETY MECHANISM PARTS

.15 Melpatl:

1.00 llemal

.15 Hepbil
1.50 Hcrbar

.25 Depeach
1.25 Depaint
.25 Delov
.85 Deplore



Galley and Slug Pusher Parts



MOUTHPIECE WIPER AND PARTS

805-A Mouthpif

A-806B Mouthpi,

806-B Mouthpii
Mouthpi<

833-B Mmithpircc

835 SIul- pn-lier

844-B Mouthpiece

ce 3"r

ssemblv

racket

',''

«;;;:,'

;

anro 'lever!!''
'.'.'.'..

fir ever stud taper

•I"'" 1
"

sprint; pi

, ]>r j n ,r.

GALLEY AND SLUG PUSHER PARTS

( iallev base 17

Gallev base screw fuse Xo. 672) 13

Galley bracket 17

Gallev bracket screw (use No. 171) ... . 6

Galley bracket dowel ( use No. 512) ...

.

12

Slug pusher 17

SIul; pusher bracket 17

Slug pusher bracket dowel i use No. 557) 12



Electric Heated Metal Pot and Parts

277-E 249-EA



Electric Heated Metal Pot Parts



GALLEY AND SLUG PUSHER PARTS

Slug pusher

Slug pusher (.

Shu; pusher slide spring p
Blank slug block

lilank slug block knob...

ELECTRIC HEATED METAL POT AND PARTS

Bottom casing cover screws (use No.

216)
204-E Electric crucihle ever door 18

A2H5-K2 Electric crucible and casing with par)

Nos. 241. 242, 247, 248. 251, 252 and

253. (Heating units and control equip-

ment not included) 18

A205-E Electric crucible equipment complete,

including heating units and control

equipment ready to install

200-EA Term,,,,;! !,„> 18



)
ELECTRIC HEATED METAL POT AND PARTS 73

Part No. NAME OF PART Style FICATIONS Price Code Word *<

Terminal box screw (use No. 76)...
C-206-E C-H terminal housing 18

18

13

18

18

18

18

5

18

5

8

8

8

20S-E Electric pot cover ( left hand)
Electric pot cover screw (use No
210-E)

7 'A '-20x1"

209-E Electric pot cover ( right hand )

210-E Electric pot cover screw
211-E Small pot heating unit

212-E /Large pot heating unit

//Pot adjusting holt (use Xo. 213)

// Pot adjusting holt check-nut (use No

Pot adjusting holt yuan! (use Xo. 215)
Pot adjusting holt guard screw 1 use

Xo. 216)
Pot spring (use Xo. 217)

21S-E Pot cover door hinge

Pot cover door hinge screw I use Xo.79)
Pot cam roll (use Xo. 221)
Pot cam roll stud i use Xo. 222)

224-E Pot cam lever '

Pot cam lever fulcrum (use Xo. 225
) . .

Pot cam lexer fulcrum cotter (use No.
68)
Pot cam lever shoe ( use No. 227) ....
Pot cam lever screw ( use No. 228) . . .

Pot cam lever adjusting screw (use-

No. 229) :....:

'*"""**»*"*.*e P&4



ELECTRIC HEATED METAL POT PARTS

231-E
232-E
233-E

(use No. 230)

Pot heating unit terminal s

Pot heating unit terminal r.

Pot heating unit terminal w;

Pot mouthpiece sere

249-EA Pot mouthpiece opei

Pot mouthpiece op

(use No. 286-E)..
250-E

D'viiai

072)

[Miami thermometer screw (use No.

I);, nan,

I'hmgci

I'lungn,

I'lnncvr

275) .

connection rod (upper)

.

w nut

connection leer ptn (uce No.



ELECTRIC HEATED METAL POT PARTS

Plunger cormec

(use No. 68) . .

Plunger connect

No. 276)

Tiiinal block screw (use Xo. 681)

!d 1). S. conduit!""!!""

.40 \\ ran id

.10 Umiak

.15 Unau

.50 Wrack

.50 Woven

.15 Wove

.50 Wound

.15 Would

55 Worth
00 Worst
.50 Worshii



76 ELECTRIC HEATED METAL POT P^
Par, No. NAME OF PART Plate No. Styl SPECIFICATIONS

300-E No. 12 Deltabeston stove w re (cop-
per wire)

-A" wire 20" long I'd- It

"C" wire 49" long Per It

"L" wire 48" long
"H" wire 47 /," long

No. 1 wire 64" long-

No. 2 wire 45" long-

No. 3 wire 44" long-

Per ft

Per ft

Per ft

Per ft

Per ft

No. 4 wire 43" long-

301-E No. 1 2 Deltabeston wire 18%
"B" wire 33" long

"D" wire 23" long

"E" wire 10J4" long
"F" wire 1034" long

lickel... 19 Complete set

Per ft

Per ft

Per ft

Per ft

302-E
A-303I- Mouth heating unit 19
304-E
305-E
306-E

102

307-E
310-EB

311-E

Rheostat

Asbestos listing

19 20 Ohms for 110 volts

SO Ohms for 220 volts

314-E

316-E
319-EA Rheostat bracket 18

Rheostat bracket screw (use Vo. 572) 12

"•""""-"

70.00 Worn
12.00

.10 World

.10 Workman
16.00 Work

.25 Wore
15.00 W, H,l, «ck
15.00 Woolport

.15 Wool

.20 Wooden

.30 Woodcut



ELECTRIC HEATED METAL POT PARTS

Terminal l^u-ine 1

Throat cover pad..

Rietil hand cover Hi

50 Unde

.50

.10

.75

.40

Unjust
l/ninee

Cstion

.on

.75

Vacua
Vaig



• Style Chart, Showing Bolts, Screws, Nuts and Dowels

STYLE 4-

( h
Style >0j Style 102.

#
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